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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS001-BSS DIPLOMA IN FIRE & SAFETY METHODS
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  NOVEMBER-2016
FSS001-01   COMMUNICATIVE ENGLISH AND COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) Pronouns are used instead of ........
2) I am going ....... library
3) He is running ......... the road.
4) ....... You will pass.
5) Get up ......
6) Write to the abbreviation PIN.
7) I would like to have ..... fruits.
8) .................. is a folder, stores the deleted files
9) In Windows ............ function key used to get help
10) Out look Express is a..............
11) ............... is popular word processor
12) Her uncle lives ______Chennai.
13) Mouse is an --- -------- ----- device.
14) That is ........ Parrot.
15) Mr.ram is ______ teacher
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Define what is demonstrative pronoun?
2) Define definite Article?
3) Define interrogative Adverbs?
4) Define kinds of Adverbs?
5) Subordinate clauses
6) Digital computer
7) MS access
8) Taskbar
9) What is the difference between Copy and Move
10) Briefly explain the table menu in MS Excel
11) Prepare a leave application to your head of department
12) Conjunction
13) Insert column and insert chart
14) Define WWW in internet.
15) Short notes on  "Kinds of noun"?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Key board
2) Shutdown the computer
3) Immediate management in animal bites
4) Cold related emergency
5) Checking an injured (or) ill child (or) infant
6) Define Hybrid computers
7) Explain types of computers?
8) Write about simple and compound sentences?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Write a letter to a sports company ordering some sports goods?
2) Explain a computer and draw a block diagram
3) Draw the block diagram of basic computer organisation and explain?
4) Describe MS Windows
5) He  ------ swimming ------- the river
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS001-BSS DIPLOMA IN FIRE & SAFETY METHODS
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  NOVEMBER-2016
FSS001-02   PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY -FUNDAMENTALS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) __________ needs an understanding of fire and its behaviour
2) Sources of heat energy are ________, __________ _______ and ________
3) Class D fire __________
4) The fire goes from _________ controlled to ________ controlled
5) UEL stands for ___________
6) The amount of heat generated is measured in ____________ units
7) CO2 means ____________
8) SO2 means ______________
9) ____________ means the lowest temperature at which a substance continues to burn in air.
10) Fire prevention and extinguishment are dependent on the control of ________
11) An atom consists of ________, _________ and _________
12) In ca (OH)2, _________________ represents the radical
13) Water has a density of _______________
14) _____________ represents the ability to do the work.
15) To measure temperature beyond the range of mercury thermometer ___________ is used.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Fire fighters are transported to the place of fire through which vehicle?
2) What is combustion?
3) Water extinguisher is mainly used for which class fire?
4) For immediate relief from minor burn, what is to done?
5) Define Acryonms of fire?
6) Explain about the finished foam solution?
7) Define Inline Inductors?
8) Write a short note on beating out?
9) What are the major fire fighting appliances?
10) Explain halon extinguisher?
11) Explain FIRE?
12) What are radicles?
13) What is fire tetrahedroon?
14) What is Class A fire consist of?
15) What is Class B fire consist of?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Explain the classifications of the fire?
2) Write any five types of fire tenders?
3) what are the types of Natural fibber ropes?
4) Write a short note on Entry suit?
5) What are the natural fibbers are used to manufacture ropes?
6) Explain hoe ramps?
7) What are the main categories of foam making equipments based?
8) What is the principle of a HX Foam Generator?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Explain the classification of fire with an example?
2) Explain about breeching and it types of breeching?
3) What are the precautions to be taken while recharging?
4) Explain about foam and foam making equipments?
5) Explain briefly about the use of breathing apparatus, and how it should be used?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS001-BSS DIPLOMA IN FIRE & SAFETY METHODS
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  NOVEMBER-2016
FSS001-03   BASIC SAFETY ENGINEERING

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) __________ is an inherent property of a substance or an occurrence.
2) Never use _________ at a pressure in excess of 15 labs per square inch gauge pressure
3) Regular __________ inspections and __________ inspections are to be carried out in the work area by loss

control managers
4) Proper ______________ activities reduce accidents and losses.
5) The LPG can cause ________
6) Workers slipping on the surface are _________accident
7) What are the 3 groups of small gears
8) What are the different types of ladder
9) CBDM ___________________
10) ______________ are hazards which are caused because of natural phenomena
11) The crust is not one piece but consists of portion called ___________________
12) ______________ is a redistributive method for disaster losses.
13) The term ________________ refers to the downward movement of masses of rock and soil.
14) The purpose of WHMIS is to provide information on.
15) Which of the following is not actually not considered in the interview ....................
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) What do you mean by unsafe conditions?
2) How will you identify the leakage of gas?
3) Define Hazop?
4) MSDS stands for
5) What is BLEVE stands for
6) What is risk?
7) Define personal production?
8) What is supervisor's accident report?
9) What is capacity?
10) What is risk assessment?
11) How the levels of risk depend upon?
12) Hazards are mainly classified into two categories. What are they?
13) What is the definition of a 'hazardous substance'?
14) Does the liquid itself burn?
15) Write short Notices Listing operation?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) What are the effective functions towards safety?
2) What are the safety rules for crane drivers?
3) What are the duties of safety officer?
4) Write about various PPE
5) What are the types of water used for fire fighting
6) What are the causes of flood?
7) Specify the role played by an Engineer in the process of Disaster management.
8) What types of warning systems are available to alert the people in the case of predicted disasters, such

as floods, cyclone etc.

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) What are the twenty reasons to safety management and to avoid accident loses?
2) Explain Mr.hepburn's twenty five groups of dangerous parts of machinery?
3) What are the important features of disaster management?
4) Describe the procedure for conducting a risk assessment?
5) How to making Accident Investigation Reports?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS001-BSS DIPLOMA IN FIRE & SAFETY METHODS
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  NOVEMBER-2016
FSS001-04   OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) Noise should not exceed the limit of ______ db.
2) The form of energy that produce the sensation of hearing is called _________
3) MAC stands for ____________.
4) __________ is an example of communicable disease
5) _______________ is a metal which is grayish-white in color.
6) Write any two limitations of chemical equation
7) The colour of cold work permit is______
8) Whenever there is no hot work, which permit is issued? .................
9) For erection and dismantling of scaffolds above 1.8m in height, which permit is issued?
10) To control the radiation heat, what are the methods adopted? ....................
11) Which PPE should be worn by the worker while performing "Grinding"? .................
12) Which of the following statements is not correct? .................
13) Permits on new construction sites may be longer, are called _________
14) The method of segregating or isolating not processes from the main work area is .................
15) Safety net should install more than ______ feet below the working surface.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Mention some of the biological hazards?
2) What are the types of pollution?
3) Give two examples for the proper ventilation in industry?
4) Give two examples for the proper ventilation in industry?
5) What are the Sources of noise pollution in factory?
6) Explain gaseous contaminants?
7) Mention some of the disease caused by bacteria?
8) Define the term "Risk"?
9) Define Electromagnetic sensor?
10) What is VALCANO?
11) Describe the various types of ropes used for material handling?
12) Mention any two basic functions of ventilation?
13) Define wave action?
14) Human being in general can Fair with stand a temperature  how many Fern heif?
15) Plant Safety and health programme should be based on the following two principle points?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Mention the mental health of workers?
2) How will you identify the hazard in the workplace?
3) Explain brief about the point to work station design?
4) What are the factors of common injuries in occupational diseases?
5) Explain - ventilation for special operations?
6) Explain the fundamentals of loss control?
7) How to the control the Radiation of health Hazards?
8) Occupational dermatomes  abnormality of the skin explain the write short notices?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Explain the details of Health provision?
2) What are the types of metals inorganic effect on the body?
3) What are the safety measures to be followed during an earthquake?
4) What are the safety measures in using of L.P.G in home?
5) What are the preventive measures for Communicable diseases?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS001-BSS DIPLOMA IN FIRE & SAFETY METHODS
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  NOVEMBER-2016
FSS001-05   FIRE PREVENTION AND CONTROL

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) HCN means ________
2) ____________ means the lowest temperature at which a substance continues to burn in air
3) Compound formed from identical molecules can only by broken down or changed by rearrangement of the

atoms, which is known as __________
4) To measure temperature beyond the range of mercury thermometer ___________ is used.
5) Fire Fighters are transported to the place of fire through which Vehicle ____________
6) To control the radiation heat, what are the methods adopted? a) Insulation     b) water cooling    c)

shielding of radiation    d) All of the above
7) For a pressure and leak testing duly need _____  a) Hot work permit      b) cold work permit      c)

Safe work permit      d)Excavation permit
8) In _________________ type of extinguisher contains water under pressure.
9) _________ are substances that have no shapes or volume of their own.
10) The term disaster owes its origin from the French word _________________
11) Hazards can be grouped into broad categories namely _________ and ___________
12) The fault rupture generates vibration called _________________
13) __________________ are generally accompanied by strong winds which cause a lot of destruction.
14) ____________________ aims to reduce flood damage.
15) ____________ is defined as a continuous and integrated process involving a wide range of activities and

resources from multi-sectoral sources.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Expand DCP?
2) Fire fighters are transported to the place of fire through which vehicle?
3) For immediate relief from minor burn, what is to done?
4) What are the types of breathing apparatus?
5) What are the man made fibbers used to make ropes?
6) What are molecules?
7) What is energy?
8) What is the purpose of signs used on escape routes?
9) Water extinguisher is mainly used for which class of fire? With example?
10) What is ultra violet detector?
11) Explain what do you understand by the concept of operation management of disaster?
12) Explain disaster aid?
13) What is disaster response?
14) Suggest two ways of reducing risk with appropriate?
15) What is erosion?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Explain about any two extinguishing agents?
2) What is the colour of portable extinguishers/ type of extinguishers painted?
3) What is the characteristics of centrifugal pumps?
4) What are the main categories of foam making equipments based?
5) Mention the key areas focused on housekeeping?
6) Explain - Deluge valve with a diagram?
7) Define SCBA and explain its parts?
8) What is sprinkler? Name its parts and mention its types?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Explain the types of breathing apparatus and it body parts?
2) What will be the respiratory level if breathing apparatus is used?
3) What are steps followed for fire safety in temporary occupancies?
4) Impact of disaster and disaster management in India - Discuss.
5) Fire Alarm Systems Explain and write to Smoke Detectors?


